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How To – Fit a Security Direct Steel Security Doorset* 
 
 

 
* If fitting a Security Direct Security fire exit door, ignore any mention of keys or 
handles, as the fire exit furniture comes pre-fitted, and the keys work without 
the system mentioned below. If the fire exit bar’s latch and/or up/down shoot 
bolts don’t align, be sure to repeat Step 5. 
 
Step 1: 
Remove existing door and frame. Make sure your aperture is even and keep 
uneven surfaces to a minimum by chiselling out anything left prominent, like 
plaster. This will help in keeping the use of packers to a minimum. 
 
Step 2: (Includes info about keys) 
Providing the aperture is ready for installation of your new steel door set, 
remove all packaging and locate the keys, tied inside of the frame (externally). 
The keys have a unique system to ensure optimum security. The 2 loose 
‘fitters’ keys’ are to be used for the sole purpose of fitting only. The gold key or 
the key without a ‘plastic head’ is the master key. Once used, the master key 
sets the lock to reject the fitters’ keys, and allow only the remaining 5 keys in 
the packet.  
 
*IMPORTANT* (Lever Handle Doors Only) 
It is extremely important not to lock the door whilst unfitted, unless it is 
propped up, preventing the bottom shoot bolts from hitting the ground. When 
the door is fitted, you have to drill through the holes in the threshold, allowing 
the bottom shoot bolts to extend freely. Damage caused to door sets due to 
incorrect fitting is customers’ responsibility. 
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Step 3: 
Stand the door set up vertically, open the door and lift the door off its’ hinges. 
Store safely, stood up vertically, using packing to prevent any damage. 
 
Step 4: 
Stand the frame in the opening and drill into the block work, using the fixing 
plates as guides. This is assuming frame has been checked for being 100% 
square and plumb.  Use packers under the frame/threshold meeting point, to 
prop the door up if not plumb horizontally. Use a spirit level all around, to 
ensure exact accuracy, constantly through the fitting process. The door will not 
swing, shut, or lock correctly if the frame is not fitted level. Fix the frame into 
place using 6 x M12 Sleeve Anchor Bolts (if fixing into brick, block or concrete). 
Do not over tighten, as this will distort the frame, and could also blow the 
brick. If fixing into metal or wood, we also sell: tek screw kits and coach screw 
kits, along with their necessary washers.  
 
Step 5: 
Place the door leaf back onto the hinges and check that the clearance between 
the door and frame is equal all round by shutting it to, gently. Do not force it; if 
it doesn’t shut easily, the frame needs adjusting. To adjust, loosen off the 
specific fixing and make adjustments using appropriate shims or packing, 
before retightening. 
 
Step 6: (Lever Handle Doors Only) 
Drill 2 holes through the pre-punched holes in the threshold, giving the bottom 
shoot bolts appropriate space to shoot out, with plenty of space around and 
below.   
 
Step 7:  
Open the door, and test the locking system by turning the key in two complete 
rotations, throwing out the shoot bolts – the system uses a double throw 
mechanism. If all shoot bolts throw smoothly, close the door into its frame and 
repeat. If the door locks and unlocks smoothly, the doorframe has been fitted 
correctly. If the locking system seems to struggle, make sure the shoot bolts 
line up with the holes provided in the frame, and adjust using Step 5 if needs 
be. 
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Step 8: (Includes info about fitting handles) 
Fix the 2 screw connectors to the external handle (the handle without the 
thumb turn). Insert the first spring into the spindle cavity, followed by the 
spindle. Place into position, using the plastic gasket provided. Moving onto the 
internal handle, pull the thumb turn’s attached spindle down, and make sure 
this is inserted through the relevant hole when aligning. Using the other plastic 
gasket, align and screw into the external handle. Do not over tighten, this will 
bow the steel door leaf skin and could jam the lock. 

 
Definitions | Door Set: Door and frame together | Aperture: Opening / hole | 

Door Leaf: Door part of door set 
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